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Rama’s White Knight Reports
May 19, 2022 to May 26, 2022

MAY 26, 2022

To our readers: Rama’s White Knights Report, for the most part, will present information from Rama’s
contacts on very current events. Sometimes, additional commentary may show up, in the form of
more explanation about an important issue, or as an article inserted to provide more insight on the
subject being presented.
Find more info on those folks Rama talks to - who are there to keep us in the loop as well – at
https://www.rainbowroundtable.net/rama-s-contacts
2022-05- 20

Friday

Dalai Lama

Dalai Lama@DalaiLama · May 20
Various emotions are part of our mind and part of our life. Jealousy that amounts to
competitiveness can stimulate us to achieve more—then it’s good. When the result is
that we try to harm others to beat them, it’s to be avoided.
2022-05-20

Friday

The Plasma Field

Rama: At 11:35 am this morning, I went and sat in The Plasma Field. It showed me the full
blood moon lunar eclipse from Monday morning, 12:14 am EDT, and the ripples that are
going out ever since, from that lunar eclipse, have gone past Pluto and are entering the
asteroid field beyond Pluto, Persephone, Vulcan, and other unreported planets at this time
– to 14 planets in total.
There are many solar flares going on, and they have been going on every couple of hours
ever since early this morning. This is causing spikes in the Schumann Resonance and as
we can keep our hearts open, we can receive their ever-increasing high heart energy, and
send out the solar flares across the cosmos and to all of humanity.
The Plasma Field said to me and everyone, “Lord Rama, be gentle with yourselves; drink
ample water, and spread loving kindness around this loving planet. Sat Nam! Namaste!
Blaze the Violet Fire.”
2022-05-23

Monday

Dalai Lama

Dalai Lama@DalaiLama·May 23
In the past, our nations were more or less independent of each other. People lived in
villages that were self-sufficient. So, the words 'we' and 'us' referred to a small circle of
people. Today, the reality is different we are all brothers and sisters and we have to live
together

2022-05-23

Monday

Tom the Ring-tailed Cat, Sweet Angelique the Cat

Rama: I received a text message from Tom the Ring-tailed Cat and Sweet Angelique the
Cat. It was 11: 30 am late this morning. They said to me, “Lord Rama, the solar flares are
getting more and more intense. The energies are very ripe for something to shift! That
something is our friends from the various realms who are making themselves known. As
we ask them to show up, they show up. Leave the Dark Side alone, as well as any and all
misqualified energies. We are in such an auspicious place! Sat Nam! Namaste! Blaze the
Violet Fire!”
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Tuesday

Natasha

Rama: I received a call from Natasha at 12:33 pm early this afternoon. She said to me, “Lord
Rama, I am in an undisclosed location, very near the Arctic Circle.” To me, it sounded like
Lady Natasha was in a very large room.
She continued, “Lord Rama, the Dark Side is being exposed every day now. They are going
down fast. That’s why every day, you hear about shootings somewhere in the world.
“We are at a great crossroads with the energies. The Light that’s coming in has never been
here [on the planet] before. [This is because Earth and our entire solar system is moving
across the Galactic Plane to the center of our Milky Way Galaxy.] Our scientists and physicists
are perplexed with the higher frequencies coming in.”
Rama: I said at this point to Lady Natasha: “We are at a crossroads ourselves, taking care of
our basic necessities.” Natasha said, “I wish I could help you. Go and put your message out
and talk about this on the call tonight. We are at the end of this story. I wish I could tell you
a day, yet stay in your High Heart. Focus on love and compassion for the ones who are taking
a ride to Dracos.
“I will say it again: We are at the end of this story. This eclipse has brought up ALL the
skeletons in the closet! Send more love: the transfiguration of our sun, Sol, is the biggest
thing going on right now, and all of heaven is here to witness it.
“Look at the sunrise and sunset, and you may see our craft as plain as day! See you in the
Light of the Most Radiant One! Sat Nam! Namaste!
PS:

I asked Natasha about the ship prisons and the 500,000 who are being taken to
Dracos, never to return! Natasha answered simply: “Everything is going to be
revealed momentarily!”
The New Jerusalem, over Mt Shasta – from Lord Rama
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2021-08-23 UFO: Ship; cloud; Hawaii

2022-05-24 VENUS Blessings in 11 Universal Month
Tania Gabrielle <newsletter@taniagabrielle.com>
During the final week of May - an exciting 11 Universal
Month - Venus creates double blessings.
• TODAY Venus is sextile to Saturn.
• On May 27 Venus squares Pluto.
Both connections facilitate productivity and passion!
Coupled with the 11 universal month for May, you
have big opportunities to manifest “double new
beginnings” aligned with that master number:
•
•
•
•

Enhance abundance in your life.
Commit deeply to love and partnerships.
Take pleasure in your accomplishments.
Dive into your creative nature – you have
heightened intuition and a rich imagination.

11 and Venus stimulate innovation and independence
especially in the areas of love, beauty, pleasure and
prosperity.
• Change up your energy to explore exciting new
pathways.
• Are you living in your mind and thoughts?
• Or are you using innovation to create something
new?
Venus and 11 create a new gateway for you to generate
joy and pleasure in your life. Just remember...
• YOU have to generate joy.
So do what Spirit guides you to do. Keep focusing on
that guidance.
Spirit only works in the Present moment, so
keep building something new now – not
later.
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Right now, Venus and 11 are laying the energetic groundwork through joyful immersion in the PRESENT
moment.
Accept the celestial invitation, and run with it!
And while Venus is activated, discover how magical Venus along with with fiery Mars are
transforming how we manifest harmony and exhilaration - it's ALL revealed in the free webinar
“Venus and Mars: Balancing the Divine Feminine and Sacred Masculine”.
Get instant access here!
Love and Joyful Blessings,
Tania Gabrielle
P.S. This free training contains secrets about Venus and Mars and the tremendous cosmic changes
for Humanity unfolding now.
• 5-pointed Star of Venus
• Secret Meaning of letters V & M
• 13 Phases of Venus!
...and so much more - and you can watch it all now absolutely free here.

2022-05-25

Wednesday

Jedi Council

Rama: I created a Jedi Council today, a little south of Santa Fe, in an open field. It was 11:50 am.
I sat in the middle of the circle and began to spin my crystals. In about 15 minutes, Lady
Nada showed up in the circle, along with Mr X, Fing del Noor, and the Poppy Lady. They all
said to me, “Lord Rama, from a galactic perspective, there is no place in our culture here
on earth for this kind of unconscious behaviour. What happened yesterday in Texas is
about the white evangelical colonists and invaders to Turtle Island. Colonization and
subjugation have no place in any civilization. This is a very old, old story! It goes back to
Babylon and the ancient story of invasion and occupation by the Annunaki or The Fallen
Angels. With this upcoming new moon, let us work with the energies of Venus.”
Lady Nada, at this point, said “I have sat in many galactic council meetings with Lady
Master Venus, both on Venus and at the Solar Tribunal on Saturn. She is a very wise
goddess and looks like Aphrodite. Stay in the High Heart. This is going to get more
intense! Have Love and Compassion for all beings. See you in the Light of the Most
Radiant One! Sat Nam! Namaste! Blaze the Violet Fire!”
Lady Aphrodite – sent by Lord Rama
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Thursday

Rana Mu

Rama: I received a text message at 11:21 am this morning from Rana Mu. She said to me,
“Lord Rama! Watch Uranus turn this whole story around! There is sudden change in the
air; every one is on edge. It is about the higher frequencies of the sun coming in as well
as the exposure of the old empire’s 13,000 years of mind control. The Dark Side is going
down NOW, VERY FAST! The Pentagon is on high alert this whole weekend. Their very last
card is a false flag event – a FAKE E T invasion.
“Captain Ashtar is at the helm and READY! You may see an E B S alert [Emergency
Broadcast System] on your screen, followed by official news and information from a
Galactic Representative.
“And you will see it on TV, hear it on radio, and see and hear it on your smart devices! Bill
Gates is in the crosshairs of his own dark side people. Let us have Love and Compassion
for the souls of all those dark ones who are going on a little journey. See you in the Light
of the Most Radiant One. Sat Nam! Namaste! Blaze the Violet Fire!”
2022-05-26

THE ORACLE REPORT

"Our Best Friend Brings Us The Torch" - Thursday, May 26, 2022

ANONYMOUS MEME

Tzolkin/Soul Kin Sacred Count: 2 Seed/Lizard (dual sides)
Moon in Aries
Balsamic Moon Phase: release, dream, prepare for a new beginning
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Higher Octaves: going to the depths, perseverance, in pursuit, stopping a "crack" from forming, teamwork,
integrity, hope renewed, not too late, realistic expectations, seeing the light side, humor, worthiness
Lower Octaves: misguided, overreaction, denial of feelings, media propaganda, the shattering of an illusion,
wiped out, self pity, risky, uncertain returns
MISSION: represent The Torch and carry it forward
I call Uranus our best friend only after experiencing its power when I was not doing what I should have been
doing.
I didn’t know I was supposed to be studying astrology at the turn of the millennium. But Uranus came
through and make conjunction with my natal Sun, and then all of the sudden, I had all the time in the world
to start learning astrology. So even if we don’t even know we should be doing something else, regardless,
Uranus will make it happen.
We respect Uranus.
When Uranus moves to a new degree that it has not reached in its round of the zodiac, we take note. We
know that Uranus will toggle back and forth over the energy, retrograding and directing its motion. It is a
happy day because Uranus has moved to 17 Taurus, “a symbolical battle between swords and torches.”
Battle on Earth, meet Uranus. Uranus — Might and Light, meet the Battle on Earth.
(We know the light wins.)
What is interesting about this symbol is the word “symbolical.” “Symbolical” makes the AI Dictionary go a
little nuts. The AI Dictionary says no; it is “symbolic.” Symbolical is not a word to it. When you think about it,
symbolical is the “acting out of symbols.”
We study the acting out or the playing out of symbols, specifically the Sabian symbols. We are the last,
active, public students of the Sabians, immersed in the act of what we are studying.
It takes an acrobat, or maybe a stunt pilot with the upcoming energy of the Sabian symbol of “an airplane
performing a nose-dive” of the New Moon in Gemini on Monday.
The point is that Uranus always delivers exactly what we need, even when we don’t know we need it. Uranus
is bringing the torch — the light — to us. And we bring it to God. I saw a meme yesterday that pretty much
sums up the energy that is starting today (today’s photograph).
When we turn to a higher power to lead, guide, and direct us, we enter into the co-creation with Spirit. We
leave the Swords of This World and open to the Torches of That Heavenly World. The “sword” is forged and
transmuted. The act is symbolical. We are playing out what happens when we are led, guided and directed
toward what has been forged and transmuted by divine love.
Today, we represent the Torch and carry it forward.
Much love!
Today’s Space Weather on PIR:
Mighty Uranus moves to a new degree today -- the Sabian symbol of 17 Taurus -- "a symbolical battle of
swords and torches." Uranus does not allow for what goes against the natural, higher, Divine order. It puts
us where we have been unable to put ourselves when operating on our own devices.
For the dark side -- the "swords" -- Uranus will strike lightning on their swords. This burns and blinds them.
They are surprised by it because Uranus surprises.
Patriots in the know are not surprised. We are not operating in the dark and operating on our own devices.
Be a torch and shine the light of truth and love.
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